
Hook - Black Double

Thread - Black

Tag - Oval Silver

Tail - GP Crest

Butt - Yellow Floss

Rib - Silver Oval

Body - Black Floss

Hackle - Mid Blue Cock

Wing - Yellow Polar Bear or Fox

            Black Fox Pelt or Squirrel or Arctic Fox

Eyes - Jungle Cock

DEE SHEEP

Secure the hook in the vice. Tie in the thread and wind down to

opposite the hook point tying in a length of Silver Oval. Form a tag

with the oval about 3 turns and trim off. Tie in a Golden Pheasant

Topping for the tail, about the same as the body length. Tie in a

length of Yellow Floss and wind the thread forward about 3mm. Wind

the floss up to this point to create a butt and tie in. Tie in a length of

Silver Wire and a length of Black Floss. Wind the thread back to the

head binding everything in and trim the waste. Wind the floss up to

the this point forming a neat body, tie in and trim off. Rib the body

with the Oval, tie in and trim off. Tie in a Mid Blue cock hackle by the

tip, double it and wind 3 turns. Pull the fibres downwards and take

some turns of thread over the base to slope them backwards. Wax

your thread. Prepare and tie in a small bunch of Yellow Polar Bear

for the underwing, this should reach about half way down the tail.

Prepare and tie in a bunch of Squirrel or Black Fox Pelt or Arctic Fox

for the wing just reaching the end of the tail. If you use Fox take out

the underfur as you just want the guard hairs. Trim off the butts, apply

a small drop of thin clear varnish and bind down tightly. Prepare a

pair of Jungle Cock eyes about half the body length and tie them in

on the sides. Form a neat small head and whip finish. Now apply

several coats of thin clear varnish to produce a smooth shiny head.

There are lots of slight variations of this pattern.
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